Flight Consulting Group is a dynamic, international business aviation company offering a wide range of aviation solutions, ranging from
aircraft sales, management, project development and VIP charter sales, VIP handling at Riga International Airport, worldwide aircraft
dispatch and trip support. Due to expansion, Flight Consulting Group is searching for devoted people sharing the aviation dream, who
would like to join our team and work as

AIRCRAFT DISPATCHER
Your duties and responsibilities will include:
FLIGHT PREPARATION



Arrange all services which are relevant for the operation of the flight
Request the relevant permissions for the flight, if necessary

FLIGHT PLANNING




Determining the most suitable routing with regard to national and international regulations, meteorological conditions, air
space capacity and passenger comfort
Integrating performance data for the aircraft on the routing selected
Considering economical aspects such as fuel pricing and consumption

OPERATIONS CONTROL




Determine whether a particular flight is operationally feasible
Taking due account of all regulations relevant to the flight
Initiate, delay or cancel a flight

IN-FLIGHT ASSISTANCE



Flight monitoring
Assistance in case of an emergency

Requirements:








Problem solving skills and the ability to use initiative
Interest in technical and economical aspects of the flight operations
Very good English, additional language (French, Spanish, German, etc.) will be considered as an advantage
Team-orientation, flexibility and ability to work in stress conditions
Be willing and able to work shifts (including night)
EU citizen
Previous experience on the similar position will be considered as an advantage

We offer:





Interesting and dynamic work in the international environment
Training and supervision
Opportunity to become a member of a young and friendly aviation experts team
Health insurance

Working time: Full-time work

Location: Rīga

Please, send your CV and motivation letter to yuri.nadezhdin@fcg.aero with a subject “Aircraft Dispatcher” until 15 of July, 2018.
Thank you for your interest and please be aware that we will contact only second round candidates.

www.fcg.aero/fcg-ops

